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We report direction detection constraints on the presence of hidden photon dark matter with masses
between 20–30 μeV c−2, using a cryogenic emitter-receiver-amplifier spectroscopy setup designed as the
first iteration of QUALIPHIDE (quantum limited photons in the dark experiment). A metallic dish sources
conversion photons, from hidden photon kinetic mixing, onto a horn antenna which is coupled to a C band
kinetic inductance traveling wave parametric amplifier, providing for near quantum-limited noise
performance. We demonstrate a first probing of the kinetic mixing parameter χ to the 10−12 level for
the majority of hidden photon masses in this region. These results not only represent stringent constraints
on new dark matter parameter space, but are also the first demonstrated use of wideband quantum-limited
amplification for astroparticle applications.
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The nature of dark matter (DM) remains elusive, with an
enormous available mass parameter space for potential
particle physics candidates to occupy—stretching from
10−22 eV c−2 ultralight particles to many solar-mass black
holes. Recent astroparticle community reports stress the
need for experiments to look throughout this parameter
space and, crucially, develop techniques to do so efficiently
[1]. If the dark matter is very light, with a number density
per wavelength volume ≫ 1, this suggests strategies that
can exploit the resultant wavelike nature of the dark matter.
The classic example in this regime is the axion, which can
be searched for by its coupling with electromagnetism
and subsequent conversion to an ordinary photon [2].
Hidden photons, massive vector bosons also known in
the literature as dark photons, are another well-motivated
candidate in this vein [3]. The relevant Lagrangian terms
for these,

L ⊃
m2

γ

2
XμXμ −

χ

2
FμνXμν; ð1Þ

show the key feature of this model, a “mixing” of the
visible and hidden photon with kinetic mixing parameter χ.
Here Fμν is the field strength of electromagnetism and Xμν

is the hidden counterpart, for a hidden photon (Xμ) of mass
mγ . Hidden photons, arising from a diverse set of beyond
the standard model theories (see Ref. [4] for comprehensive
reviews), have attracted attention in the previous decade
because they are a benchmark model that can plausibly be
the entirety of the DM or act as a mediator themselves to an

entire dark sector, created in the early Universe through
certain nonthermal means [5].
Importantly, the hidden photon kinetic mixing outlined

in Eq. (1) sources a global oscillating ordinary electric field
in free space. Under the assumption that hidden photons
comprise the entirety of the dark matter (of local density
ρDM), the average amplitude of the terrestrial E field is
hjEDMj2i ∝ 2χ2ρDM, with corresponding frequency νDM ≈
0.24 GHzðmγ=μeVÞ [6]. Remarkably then, any conducting
surface with boundary conditionEk ¼ 0, such as a metallic
plate, will source radiation perpendicular to its surface due
to dark matter conversion effects, based on the existence of
EDM. This idea, as first described in Ref. [6], points to a
generic wideband approach of looking for excess photon
power from a surface as the signature of electromagneti-
cally coupled dark matter. A particularly simple imple-
mentation of a spherical cap of area Ad will concentrate an
emission power Pd ∝ χ2ρDMAd onto its geometrical focus.
Feeding this radiation at frequency νDM into an antenna-
receiver setup allows one to spectroscopically search for the
signature of any extant hidden photon dark matter with
such a “dish haloscope” design.
For such a model of hidden photons under a fixed

polarization scenario [7], coupled to a single polarization
antenna at the focal point, and with a unified literature
assumption of ρDM ¼ 0.45 GeVcm−3 [8], the expected
sensitivity for χ with a spherical dish and minimum
detectable power Pdet is

χsens ¼ 6.9 × 10−14
�

Pdet

10−23 W

�
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�
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We have introduced a coupling efficiency ϵc in Eq. (2) to
account for signal degradation due to geometric mis-
matches and transmission losses. With their potentially
large instantaneous bandwidth (only limited by the antenna
coupling and readout electronics), this style of dark matter
detection offers an alternative to resonant cavity hidden
photon searches done by ADMX, HAYSTAC, and other
experiments [9,10]. In addition, dish searches can explore
axion parameter space with the addition of a magnetic field,
leveraging a similar Primakoff conversion mechanism as
cavity experiments [2]. Such schemes are already hotly
pursued research and development efforts [11,12].
In this Letter, we present results from the first iteration of

QUALIPHIDE (quantum limited photons in the dark
experiment), a dish haloscope search for hidden photons
in the C band (roughly 4–8 GHz) that focuses on improved
sensitivity in this regime as compared to prior literature
efforts [13,14].
In the language of radiometry, the signal-to-noise ratio

of any excess power measurement can be expressed as
SNR ¼ ðPd=kBTsystÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
τ=Δ

p
for a measurement bandwidth

Δ, system noise temperature Tsyst, and exposure time τ.
Given fixed measurement parameters then, there are two
obvious ways one can improve experimental sensitivity:
increasing Pem or decreasing Tsyst (i.e., improving the
minimum detectable power). The former is most easily
achieved by increasing the emission area, an approach
taken by experiments such as Refs. [13,14] with large
Ad ∼m2 dishes kept at room temperature. Despite this
progress, a substantial amount of χ-mγ parameter space
remains unexplored, particularly at microwave frequencies
νDM > 7 GHz, where there is a notable weakening of
astrophysical and cosmological measurements limits
[15]. QUALIPHIDE takes the alternative approach of
dropping Tsyst down close to the standard quantum limit
(SQL). The SQL, as outlined in the seminal work of
Ref. [16], is a statement of having unavoidable noise from
two sources: zero-point vacuum fluctuations, and that any
phase-insensitive signal amplification process must respect
an underlying quantum mechanical uncertainty principle.
Together these add at least one quanta [17] of noise to the
measurement. QUALIPHIDE achieves near SQL perfor-
mance (Tsyst⪆hνDM=kB) by placing the setup into a 20 mK
environment, a logical extension of prior ∼3 K experiments
like Refs. [13,16], and feeding the output to a traveling-
wave kinetic inductance parametric amplifier (TWKIPA).
TWKIPAs are state-of-the-art superconducting NbTiN

devices with demonstrated 20 dB gain over an octave or
more of bandwidth at gigahertz frequencies, with design and
operation details as laid out in Ref. [18]. Briefly, the amplifier
is able to take an input pump tone of frequency νp and transfer
power to an input signal tone of frequency νs, subsequently
generating an amplified output signal along with an “idler”
tone at νi ¼ νp − νs, with a signal gain of Gpa.

Figure 1 shows a photograph (right) and simplified
schematic (left) of the QUALIPHIDE setup. A 12.7-cm-
diameter gold-plated copper dish (Ad ¼ 0.0127 m2) is
used, chosen for its low thermal emissivity of εs≈
2 × 10−3 [19], and manufactured to O (mm) precision. It
is attached using a copper frame and pointed to a 4.75–
11 GHz commercial single polarization horn antenna
(AINFO LB-475110-10-C-SF) placed 22 cm away at the
antenna phase center. The entire structure is mounted to the
final mK stage of a Leiden dilution refrigerator to minimize
the thermal background. We calculate the background
radiation noise equivalent power for the setup to be
2 × 10−23 W=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
[20]. The antenna is routed to the

TWKIPA, with associated circuitry for introducing and
dumping the pump tone and dc current [18], after which it
is amplified by a commercial low noise amplifier (LNA,
Low Noise Factory LNC0.3_14B, Tnoise ∼ 3 K) and further
room temperature amplification, before being sent either to
a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) or Signal Hound
SM200B spectrum analyzer. A cold switch before the
input of the parametric amplifier allows for the incident
signal to be switched between the antenna-dish setup and
20 mK load used for reference data. A second cold switch
immediately following the parametric amplifier connects to
both a “hot” 3.38 K and “cold” 20 mK load used for
calibrating the system noise via a y-factor measurement.
The dish area, choice of antenna location, and single run

configuration were limited by available space and time in
the refrigerator as the measurement was conducted para-
sitically to existing experiments. The signal at this fre-
quency and configuration is expected to form a convergent

FIG. 1. Left: schematic of a simplified version of the cryogenic-
to-room-temperature experimental layout, as described in text.
Right: photograph of the QUALIPHIDE setup showing the mK
stage dish, support, and antenna components.
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spherical wave with a circular focal spot [6,14]. However,
due to expected diffraction effects among other concerns
(see Appendix A for details), we include a frequency-
dependent coupling efficiency of ϵc ∼ 0.3. Angular shifts of
the signal due to dark matter velocity dispersion effects are
considered but are calculated to introduce only negligible
deviations of ≪ 1% [6].
Our experimental procedure involves four spectrum

analyzer measurements: the power emitted by the dish
Pd, the power emitted by the reference load Pref , and the
power emitted by the hot and cold loads after the parametric
amplifier (PH and PC). The latter three measurements
combined with Gpa allow us to refer the spectrum analyzer
noise level to the number of noise quanta at the input of the
parametric amplifier (Npa) in a y-factor measurement as
described in Ref. [18]. The overall system noise is
dominated by the first amplifier(s) in the readout chain
because the amplified noise contribution of the first
amplifier greatly exceeds the noise contributions of the
subsequent amplifiers. In our case this is well approxi-
mated by Nsyst ¼ Npa þ NLNA=ðGpaAÞ. The attenuation A
between the parametric amplifier and LNA is based on
measured S21 transmission reference data for individual
components and is taken to be a conservative estimate of
−4 dB in this analysis. The frequency-dependent LNA
noise is extracted from its data sheet. The noise result
across frequencies is shown in Fig. 2, with the more than
20 dB gain of the amplifier shown in the inset, which makes
it the dominant contribution to the system noise in the
regions where it has high gain. The large-scale structures
visible in this result stem from the impedance linked ripples
of both the TWKIPA operation as well as in switching the
cold switch between hot load, cold load, and amplifier
channels. Using the calculated value directly would

occasionally result in the unphysical choice of Nsyst < 1,
which as discussed earlier is a fundamental bound from the
theory of phase-insensitive linear amplification [16]. As a
result, we instead choose a conservative 95th-percentile
upper bound, the dashed line in the figure, of Nsyst ≈ 2.1.
Next, we integrate the signal emitted by both the dish and

reference load for 8.27 h each. This sweep is performed in
160 MHz instantaneous bandwidth steps from 3.9 to
7.4 GHz, which covers the region where the parametric
amplifier provides > 15 dB of gain, with resultant datasets
as seen in Fig. 3, bottom left. The spectrum analyzer was
configured to use a flattop window function with a reso-
lution bandwidth of 3 kHz and video bandwidth of 3 Hz,
providing for an instrument preset bin size ofΔb ¼ 762 Hz.
These choices reflect a balance between maximizing the
SNR of the signal by matching the expected frequency
dispersion of the dark matter [δν ≈ 10−6ν, O (kHz)], due to
the relative velocity of the galactic dark matter halo, and the
bandwidth limited readout speed of the analyzer.
Switching the system input cold switch causes an addi-

tional shift of the ripple structure due to the altered path
length for the standing wave reflections in the setup and the
differential between the 377 Ω free-space impedance and
50 Ω rf components. We also see a broadband ∼0.4 dB
excess in the dish spectrum, attributed to environmental
emission picked up by the antenna. In conjunction, these
differences create a frequency-dependent offset in the
residual, as seen in Fig. 3, right, between the dish data
and reference that must be modeled. We compensate for
these effects with a method similar to that used by cavity
experiments [9]—applying a combination of smoothing
filters that removes the large megahertz-scale residual
variations caused by the aforementioned effects while
preserving the kilohertz-scale structure (see Appendix A
for further details about this filtering process).
The resulting residual, found to be Gaussian over

10 MHz windows, is seen in Fig. 3, top left, and shows
that fluctuations in the measurement have been averaged to
∼0.01 quanta at the input of the parametric amplifier. We
exclude two data regions in the dish dataset with large noise
features, at 5.19–5.21 GHz (and its idler), traced to the
existence and use of WiFi channel 40 [21] in the lab. Prior
to analysis, we then sum the power of each neighboring set
of five bins to effectively decorrelate the spectrum analyzer
effect of using overlapping windows on the order of the
flattop width [9,13].
We use a literature standard isothermal Maxwellian

dark matter velocity distribution with escape velocity
vesc ¼ 544 km s−1, mean v0 ¼ 220 km s−1, and periodic
Earth motion with velocity vE ¼ 232 km s−1. The velocity
profile introduced frequency dispersion results in a relation
between hidden photon frequency and dark matter velocity
v of hνDM ¼ mγc2=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − ðv=cÞ2

p
. We do not modify the

dark matter distribution due to any terrestrial electromag-
netic shielding as the probed χ is≪ 1 and is thus incredibly

FIG. 2. The overall system noise with 95th-percentile upper
bound (yellow dashed line), referred to the input of the parametric
amplifier. Inset: gain of the TWKIPA in the frequency regime of
the experiment.
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weakly shielded (which goes as χ2 by a similar argument to
dish emission).
Constraining the signal power is then done through a

likelihood analysis in (χ, mγ) space. We generate a signal
and idler model for a given frequency νDM, stepping
through the data in δνDM ∼ 10 kHz intervals, which are
then convolved with an experimentally measured flattop
spectrum analyzer response to a single frequency tone. The
fitting range is set at [νDM − 25 kHz; νDM þ 75 kHz] and
mirrored for the idler. An example of the expected spectral
shape can be seen in Fig. 4, for a simulated signal injected
into the raw dataset around 4 GHz, chosen because no
signal mode will be supported by the antenna at that
frequency. Notably, a mirrored version of the signal with
an amplitude scaling of 1 − 1=Gpa should also appear at the
parametric amplifier idler frequency as a result of the
amplification process; see Fig. 4 inset. Because this ratio is
near unity, any dark matter signal will effectively appear
twice within the measurement, doubling the integration
time in terms of its signal-to-noise ratio. The combined
signal and idler model is used to search for excesses as a
function of χ within the data according to the expected
power given by Eq. (2), using a standard Gaussian log-
likelihood formalism. We determine no presence of a
hidden photon dark matter signal (see Appendix B for
complete analysis details). Next, we compute the confi-
dence limits by way of a likelihood-ratio test with resulting
95% confidence limits on χ from QUALIPHIDE, as shown
in Fig. 5. The limit can be directly compared to those shown
from cavity haloscopes [9] and other dish experiments [14],
due to their reinterpretation by Ref. [8] to have consistent

ρDM under a fixed polarization scenario. We note the
characteristic narrow but deep limits set by cavity experi-
ments, indicative of their resonant enhancement trade-off
with scan time. Conversely, as QUALIPHIDE is able to
demonstrate, dish experiments can explore large chunks of
parameter space to within an order of magnitude sensitivity
even with O (min) exposures using an undersized O
ð100Þ cm2 dish relative to the cryostat volume. Details
of the systematic checks done to ensure the robustness of
the result can be found in Appendix B.

FIG. 3. Bottom left: integrated reference and dish data (offset by þ5 dBm for visualization purposes) taken over the 8 h exposure.
Right: enlargement of the 6.84 GHz region, showing both the impedance mismatch ripple structure and excess broadband power present
in the dish data. Right-hand inset: residual of the dish and reference, showing the ripple mismatch between datasets, which introduces
further sinusoidal structure. Dashed (purple) line is the Savitzky-Golay filter, as described in the text, used to compensate for these
effects. Top left: the final filtered residual over the 3.5 GHz region of interest, with green band regions excluded from the analysis due to
WiFi interference effects.

FIG. 4. Example of a signal at νDM ¼ 7 GHz with
χ ¼ 3 × 10−12, injected into a data window around 4 GHz,
and overlaid with the signal reconstruction. Inset: corresponding
idler location and resultant fit.
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In summary, we have conducted a search for hidden
photon dark matter and found no presence of a signal
for most masses in the range between ½1.97; 3.05�×
10−5 eV c−2, excluding a kinetic mixing parameter χ at
the 95% confidence level to extremal values of ½0.79; 3.81� ×
10−12 across that frequency range. This result represents the
first use of wideband quantum-limited amplification to hunt
for dark matter and indicates that quantum-limited dish
experiments are a fruitful avenue for future searches. Finally,
the forthcoming availability of K toW band TWKIPAs [22]
and the addition of a magnetic field will allow for the next
evolution of QUALIPHIDE to look for theoretically very
well motivated postinflationary axion dark matter at
∼65 μeV c−2 [23].
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conversations relating to light dark matter searches. The
research was carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, under a contract
with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(80NM0018D0004). K. R. is supported by the Troesh
family fellowship at the California Institute of Technology.

Appendix A: Data processing.—Coupling efficiency: ϵc
consists of three multiplicative coefficients to model any
frequency-dependent antenna-dish mismatch. The first
term, between 0.79–0.84 in the frequency regime of
interest, accounts for imperfect power coupling and is
numerically computed from an overlap integral between
the focal pattern and the antenna gain pattern taken from
the manufacturer data sheet, using a Gaussian beam
analysis like in Refs. [14,23]. Next, ϵc includes an

attenuation term of 0.39 (−4 dB) to account for signal
degradation (between antenna and TWKIPA) due to the
placement of passive circuit components. Finally, we
estimate the angular deviation of the dish with respect to
the antenna as within 2° of vertical, which introduces a
5% systematic into ϵc. We use a simplified COMSOL5.5

simulation of the dish and antenna setup to validate the
constrained geometry and verify the expected signal
coupling to within 20% across the measurement band.
Filtering: Switching from the hot and cold loads to the

mirror results in large-scale frequency-dependent structures
within the raw transmission residual between those two
datasets due to the change in the internal reflections within
the system. This structure contains several megahertz-scale
variations along with several hundred kilohertz-scale peaks
where the ripple structure of the TWKIPA has slightly
shifted. We apply a combination of two third-order
Savitzky-Golay filters with a 2.5 MHz and 250 kHz
window to remove features within the residual broader
than 1 MHz and 100 kHz, respectively. While the smaller
window is necessary for fitting the peaks of the slightly
shifted ripple structure, it results in overfitting of flatter
regions that are well modeled by the larger window
smoothing filter. To circumvent this concern, we smoothly
stitch together both fits using a weighted average with
weights ðw2=w1Þ2 and 1 − ðw2=w1Þ2, where w1;2 is the sum
of the residual over a 500 kHz Blackman-Harris window
centered at each data point for the fit. This combination
favors the large-window fit while smoothly transitioning to
the smaller window in near peak regions where the former
fails to properly match the structures in the data.
Amplifier gain: The gain of the parametric amplifier

was only recorded above 4.5 GHz so we use the mirror
image of the corresponding idler gain above fp=2 for the
frequencies below it. In the 1.15 GHz range where the data
are present, this estimate agrees to within a mean absolute
deviation of 0.05 dB and is dominated by the excess in our
estimate of A.

Appendix B: Data analysis.—Likelihood analysis: The
analysis starts with the binned Gaussian negative log-
likelihoodLL function,

LL ¼
X
k¼S;I

Xn
i¼1

logðσ2k;iÞ þ
1

σ2k;i
ðPmodel

k;i − Pk;iÞ;

with σ2k;i ¼ σ2white þ σ2em þ Nk;i; ðB1Þ

per bin signal and idler power Pk;i, model power Pmodel
k;i

[derived from Eq. (2)], and bin error terms σk;i. The latter
is composed of a white noise term estimated from two
neighboring nonoverlapping fit windows, a thermal
emission (em) term due to broadband subtraction of the
reference from the dish, and a per bin shot noise term
Nk;i ≡ bk;i · Pmodel

k;i τ=ðhνDMÞ, based on the expected signal

FIG. 5. 95% confidence limits (gray) on the kinetic mixing
parameter χ as obtained by QUALIPHIDE (with WiFi cut-out
regions) overlaid with reinterpreted limits from the ADMX,
HAYSTAC, CAPP, SQuAD, and TASEH cavity experiment
families [9,10] along with the SHUKET dish experiment [14].
Reinterpreted data taken from Ref. [8].
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weight bk;i and exposure time τ, accounting for very
weak signals from small χ.
The minima are consistent with a nonzero signal (i.e.,

local “p values” of ∼10−4) for certain masses. However, we
account for the look-elsewhere effect with the methodology
from Ref. [24], where using the Monte Carlo method
we determine the number of independent frequency
windows (⪆105) in the sample and reevaluate the discovery
significance. This drops the excess in any bin below ∼1σ
significance, implying no evidence of hidden photons.
The 95% confidence limits are computed from the
test statistic Λ ¼ 2ðLLmodel − LLminÞ. We verify that Λ
is χ21 d:o:f: distributed as expected via a Monte Carlo
simulation of 1000 injected and reconstructed signals
each for a set of 10 randomly chosen νDM spanning the
search space.
Systematic checks: Select checks are performed to

ensure robustness of the results. To ensure that the data
cleaning process did not bias any reconstruction, we use a
Monte Carlo simulation to inject 1000 signals of χ between
0.7–4 × 10−12 and νDM between 4–8 GHz into a 100 MHz
window around the 4 GHz region and verify accurate
reconstruction of χ, an example of which is again shown by
Fig. 4 in the main text. We modify the Savitzky-Golay filter
parameters (orderþ2−1 and frequencies�10%), which change
χ limits at the 10% level. Systematics in the received power
arising from polarization offsets, and changes in the power
coupling from effects like dish-antenna misalignment,
frequency-dependent antenna gain, and diffraction effects,
can all be modeled through changes in ϵc and are seen to
follow the expected Pdet ∝ χ2 relation at the output of the
analysis.
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